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Mod to MS & SS Character Condition  

-1    Tired    

-4   Exhausted   

-1   Light injury   

-2   Medium injury   

-4   Serious injury   

-8   Severe injury   

-16   Incapacitation   

 

“Everyone wants to be a gentleman, but 

nobody wants to carry the sack.” 

 

Optional rule 6: Sometimes, the characters are injured 

by something that would obviously hamper them in 

relation to one or several skills: e. g. if a character is 

injured because he steps barefooted on a sharp rock it 

would certainly make all running and jumping so much 

harder for that character, or e. g. if the character is 

injured because he burned his hands when he touched 

a glowing orb it would make wielding weapons, climbing, 

picking locks et cetera so much harder for him.    
 

When an injury is of this type the myth master can, as a 

rule, penalize the character by an additional -4 mod to 

all his skill tests in relation to the relevant skills. 

 

“Better go without healing, than call for an 

unskilled healer.” 

 

“Skill is not a heavy load to carry.” 

 
Practising 

Whenever a character successfully performs a task, 

and then tries to perform the exact same task again (e. 

g. he climbs the same tree again), he should enjoy a -3 

reduction to the DD, because he has already done it, 

and thus knows better how to perform that particular 

task. For every time he performs the exact same task, 

he should enjoy an additional -3 reduction of the DD, 

to a maximum reduction of -9.  
 

General Skills 
 

Acrobatics (MS) 
Attribute: Dex 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Acrobatics determines how well your character can 

move about, keep his balance or jump and land softly. 

The character can jump D6 + Str + (his own height in 

whole feet) + (his Acrobatics proficiency / 2) feet 

long, and the same / 4 high. Non-human creatures 

instead jump D6 + size + Acrobatics proficiency feet 

long and the same / 4 high. NB! All MS mods for 

length and height jumps are halved! See the spell 

Seven-Miles-Boots. A character suffering from a 

severe injury or an incapacitation can not jump. See 

Toughness (Combat Rules). 
 

Falling can be highly dangerous and to find out just 

how much damage a character takes from a fall the myth 

master must refer to the table below. Armour other 

than helmets does not normally protect against damage 

taken from a fall. 
 

Effective falling Distance Damage  

< 0’    n/a 

0’    D6 - 3   

5’    D6   

10’    2D6   

15’    3D6   

+5’    +D6   
 

The player tests his character's Acrobatics skill and 

the effective falling distance is modified by the result. If 

the character falling is unconscious or paralysed he will 

not be able to test his Acrobatics skill to modify the 

effective falling distance. 
 

E. g. a character with +1 Acrobatics proficiency jumps 

down on a lawn from a 15' tall roof. Fall length is then 

15'-10' because he jumps controlled and -5' because 

the surface he lands on is soft ground. He tests his 

Acrobatics and the result is (2 + 2 + 4 = 8 + 1 =) 9, 

meaning the fall is not modified (+0) by his skill test. 

Effective falling distance is then +0'. He suffers D6 - 

3 damage because of this jump. 
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Result  Effective falling Distance  

≤ 5  +10’   

6-8  +5’   

9-11  +0’   

12-14  -5’   

15-20  -10’   

21-26  -15’   

27-32  -20’   

≥ 33  -25’   
 

A number of other factors modifies the effective falling 

distance as well. 
 

Other Modifications   

-5’  lands on soft ground (grass, field)   

+0’ lands on hard soil    

+10’  lands on rocky surface    

+5’ lands on uneven surface    

-5’  for every full 1' of snow on the ground  

-10’  controlled jump     

+10  is unconscious/paralysed   

-30’  lands in deep water/mud    

-5’  lands in shallow water/mud   

/2  falls or rolls the distance down a hill side  
 

Acting (SS) 
Attribute: Cha 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Acting determines your ability to tell convincing lies 

and to, in a convincing way, play a role. The skill is used 

to deceive others and to achieve favour with the deities 

when characters participate in High Festivals in 

temples. See Special to Religious Characters 

(Character Generation & Development). 
 

DD  Example Task (Acting)  

6 Tell a likely lie    

9 Tell a thinkable lie   

15 Tell an unlikely lie   

24 Tell an unthinkable lie   

+ Target's Int    

-3 Target is Sympathetic1    

-3 Target is a Þulr2   
1I. e. has a sympathetic alignment. 

2This comes in addition to the mod for having a sympathetic 

alignment. (NB! Almost all Þulir have sympathetic 

alignments.) 
 

Mistletoe 

How to find a mistletoe in Þulê? They are fairly 

common in Þulê, so the myth master can ask the player 

to test his character's Perception skill against DD 15 

every half hour he spends in the wilderness looking for 

one. A Semi-Success or better means he has found 

one.   
 

Alchemy (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Alchemy is used to brew potions. To do so a character 

must cast a spell or ask for a favour (i. e. a spell cast by 

a deity), without fumbling, and store the effect in a 

potion. Each potion can hold 1 dose. To brew a 

potion the character tests his Alchemy against a DD 

depending on the PL of the spell to be stored in the 

potion. The stronger the potion the harder it is to brew: 

DD = the Spell PL * 6. It takes D6 hours to gather 

and purify (in the smoke of a fire) the herbs needed for 

any potion. The character must gather all the herbs he 

needs himself, but the DD for brewing a potion is +12 

unless he is using a sorcerer's golden sickle when he 
does so. See Special to Sorcerers. The character 

must gather and purify all the herbs he needs before he 

can start brewing the potion, and he must gather them 
in white linen clothing (or else they lose their sorcerous 

powers, meaning the DD is another +12).  
 

It takes twice the time for a character with Ettin Eyes 

to gather herbs during daylight and for a character with 

normal eyes to gather herbs during the night. It takes 

another D6 hours to brew a potion. 
 

Potions lose their powers and turn to vinegar after 

some time. You can use Alchemy to find out 

approximately when a potion will lose its power. The 

DD to succeed with this is 12 + the PL of the Spell 

stored in the potion.
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DD Modifications (Alchemy)   

+0  Has only a cauldron to brew his potion in  

-3 Has an alchemist's laboratory at his disposal 

-3 Has at least one assistant with no less than 

 half the character's Alchemy proficiency  

-9  The potion expires after D6 days 

-3 The potion expires after D6 weeks 

+0  The potion expires after D6 months 

+3  The potion expires after D6 years 

+9  The potion expires after D6 decades 

+15  The potion expires after D6 centuries 

+21 The potion expires after D6 millennia 

+3 Brew a beneficial/healing1 potion when 

 the Moon is new or full  

-3 Brew a beneficial/healing1 potion when 

 the Moon is waning or during a Lunar eclipse 

-3  Brew a poisonous/harmful potion when the 

 Moon is new or full  

+3 Brew a poisonous/harmful potion when the 

 Moon is waning or during a Lunar eclipse  

+0 Has no access to an alchemist's garden 

-1 hr2 Herb-gatherer has the Eagle's Gaze ability 

-1 hr2 Has access to a small alchemist's garden 

 (10´*10´)  

-3 hr2 Has access to a medium alchemist's garden 

 (100´*100´)     

-4 hr2 Has access to a large alchemist's garden 

 (1000'*1000´)     

-3 Use a mistletoe in the potion  

-21 Use a mistletoe gathered at the Autumnal 

  Equinox in the potion  

+0 Brew a potion during spring or summer 

-9  Brew a potion at Summer Solstice  

+3 Brew a potion during autumn  

+15 Brew a potion during winter  

-1 hr2 Has access to a stock of dried herbs3  

+21 The herbs are gathered without the use of a 

sorcerer's golden sickle 
1A healing potion works just like the spell Heal, only the 

effect comes from a potion instead of the spell. See the spell 

Heal.  
2Modifications for hours needed to gather herbs for a 

potion. A character never needs less than 1 hour to gather 

herbs for a potion. 
3It takes D6 hours to gather a stock that can be used for one 

potion. Such a stock can only be gathered during spring, 

summer or autumn.   
 

NB! If the myth master allows it, poison can naturally 

be made without the use of Alchemy too, by simply 

adding something poisonous to e. g. a drink or the tip 

of an arrow or bolt. 

 

Climbing (MS) 
Attribute: Dex 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Climbing determines how well your character can climb. 
 

A character suffering from a severe injury or an 

incapacitation can not climb. See Toughness 

(Combat Rules). 
 

Descending 

As you might already know climbing upwards and 

climbing downwards is not at all the same thing. It is 

much more difficult to climb downwards than it is to 

climb upwards. 

 

The rappelling technique that we use today to 

descend is not possible in MYFAROG, because the 

mountaineering equipment necessary for rappelling 

simply does not exist in Þulê. Why would it anyway, 

when you can just cast the spell (or ask for the favour) 

Snowflake to descend safely? 
 

 

 

 

“Rather suffer for the truth than be 

rewarded for lies.” 
 

 

 

 

“Even the best climber may fall.” 
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DD Example Tasks (Climbing)   

3 Climb a steep staircase, a steep hill or a 

 ladder 

6 Climb a small tree or a heavily branched 

 big tree 

12 Climb a medium sized tree or scale a10' high 

 wall 

15 Climb a big tree, a cliff or a ship's mast  

21 Climb a steep cliff, a huge tree or scale a 15'  

 high wall 

27 Climb a steep cliff with overhang or a stone 

 surface     

33 Climb a stone surface with overhang  

+4 Climbing when it is wet/raining/snowing or 

 snow on the ground  

-3 Uses a rope     

-6 Uses a rope with knots   

-2 Can climb in a corner    

-6 Is assisted by another person  

+12 Carries an object in each hand 

+0 Both hands are free 

+4 Carries an object other than a shield in one 

 hand 

+61  Carries a shield in one hand   

+01 Carries a shield attached to the back  

+3 Climb down    
1This mod comes on top of the normal mod for carrying a 

shield when using MS. NB! It is not possible to attach a 

shield to your back if you also carry a backpack. 
 

E. g. a character wants to climb a 20' tall cliff (DD 15) 

and has +3 Climbing proficiency. He tests the skill and 

casts 8 (+ 3 = 11), so the first round he fails to make 

any progress. The second round he tries again and 

casts 13 (+ 3 = 16), so he climbs his Tempo / 4 (see 

Tempo) up the cliff side, which in this example is 10'. 

The third round he casts 9, so he fails to make any 

progress, but it is not a Critical Failure so he doesn't 

fall back down. The fourth round he casts 15 (+ 3 = 

18), and he finishes the climb. All in all it took him 4 

rounds (20 seconds) and he gains 200 XP for 

succeeding twice with a Hard task. 

 

Crafts (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Crafts enables your character to craft new items or 

repair broken items. When an item is going to be 

crafted the character needs resources to do so, and 

the necessary tools (i. e. usually Craftsman's Tools. 

See Trade [The Land of Þulê]). He then tests his 

skill and checks the result on the Quality table. See 

also Ettins (Creatures of Þulê) for information on how 

to prepare ettin stone hearts. 
 

Optional rule 7: A myth master who wants more realism 

can divide the Crafts skill into several different skills, 

like Engineering, Fletching, Cartography, 

Blacksmithing, et cetera. This has not been done in 

MYFAROG for the sake of playability, and to cut 

down the size of the character skill sheets. 
 

Result  Quality   

≤ 5  Terrible (-3 mod, real value * 0.25) 

6-8  Poor (-2 mod, real value * 0.5) 

9-11  Below average (-1 mod, real value  

   * 0.75)  

12-17  Average (real value * 1)   

18-23  Above average (+1 mod, real value 

  * 1.5)  

24-29  High (+2 mod, real value * 3)  

30-35  Very High (+3 mod, real value * 6) 

36-41  Exceptional (+4 mod, real value * 10) 

≥ 42  Divine (+5 mod, real value * 20)  
 

It takes D6 days to craft an item (or if this does not 

make sense in relation to the item crafted: the myth 

master decides how long it will take, using his real life 

experience, knowledge and of course common sense) 

and costs 75% of the normal item real value (listed in 

Trade [The Land of Þulê]) to craft. The crafter must 

have enough funds to be able to craft the item. The 

craftsman needs access to a forge if the item to be 

crafted is made of metal or part metal. 
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A Seiðmaðr can enchant items as well. See the skill 

Fortitude. 
 

Light elves producing items always automatically 

produce items of light elf quality. Leukê and dark elves 

producing items always automatically produce items of 

Leukê/dark elf quality. The mods for this comes in 

addition to the mods for Quality. See Trade (The 

Land of Þulê). 

 

Dancing (MS) 
Attribute: Dex 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 

 

Dancing is used to impress others, and also by 

Religious individuals with an ecstatic alignment to gain 

favour from the deities. The dancer must dance for D6 

minutes to achieve any effect. Dancing to reduce the 

DD in relation to Social Skills normally only works 

with individuals of the opposite sex. See Social Skills. 

 

Religious individuals with an ecstatic alignment can gain 

favour from the deities by dancing in a temple. The 

favour a character gets from this comes on top of the 

favour he gets for participating in religious ceremonies 

if he is dancing during a religious ceremony. Because 

the deities are easily bored, a character can only do 

this once every day for each deity. The character 

needs no audience for this dance to work. See 

Special to Religious Characters (Character 

Generation & Development). 

 

E. g. a female character with +9 Dancing proficiency 

is attending a high festival in a temple and wants to 

charm a male character present. Before talking to him 

she decides it might be best to dance (for D6 minutes) 

to attract his attention. She casts 16 (6 + 4 + 6) giving 

a result of 25 (16 + 9), modifying the Social Skills 

DD in relation to the male character by -3. See 

Social Skills. He certainly noticed her dancing and 

was definitely impressed. 
 

Flute Playing (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 

 

Flute Playing is used to impress others, and also by 

Religious individuals with an ecstatic alignment to gain 

favour from the deities. The proficiency determines 

how well your character plays the flute and also how 

many melodies he knows. One who is able to play 

beautifully will be able to more easily convince others 

(with Social Skills) to do as he pleases. The flute 

player must play for D6 minutes to achieve any effect. 

Flute Playing can reduce the DD in relation to Social 

Skills. See Social Skills. 

 

Religious individuals with an ecstatic alignment can gain 

favour from the deities by playing the flute in a temple. 

The favour a character gets from this comes on top of 

the favour he gets for participating in religious 

ceremonies, if he is playing the flute during a religious 

ceremony. 
 

Because the deities are easily bored, a character can 

only do this once every day for each deity. The 

character needs no audience for this to work. See 

Special to Religious Characters (Character 

Generation & Development). 

 

Intelligence overrated? 

Without doubt, the character's Intelligence is the 

attribute influencing the most skills in MYFAROG. 

Some might think this is not balanced, but it is realistic. 

In MYFAROG only the most important attribute for 

a skill is included as a factor, but there is really nothing 

man does that is not influenced by his intelligence, so if 

anything we could say that Intelligence is actually an 

underrated attribute even in MYFAROG.   
 

 

“There is nothing sinister in sorcery, only in 

the hearts of men.” 
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Foraging (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Foraging is the ability to find food and drinking water 

in the wilderness. The forager tests Foraging and 

checks the result on the table. This process can be 

repeated every half hour. When you find drinking water 

there is normally no limit to how much water you have 

access to. Finding drinking water in Þulê is normally 

very easy. 
 

Result Lbs Food  

≤ 5 0   

6-8 01    

9-11 11   

12-14 D31   

15-20 D61   

21-26 D6 + 11   

27-32 D6 + 21   

≥ 33 D6 + 31   
1You also find drinking water. 
 

Bad Food? 

A natural 3 cast whilst testing foraging could mean the 

character found some food that is somehow infected. 
 

DD Modifications (Foraging)   

+0 In a forest 

+3 Along the coast or in a boat (fishing)  

-3 In the mountains1    

-9 In a bog2     

+0 Autumn, summer or spring   

-10 Winter1      

-2 There is fog or it is raining or snowing1 

-4  Normal eyes during the night   

-16 Normal eyes in pitch black darkness  

-16 Night Vision in pitch black darkness  

-2  Ettin Eyes in artificial light   

-4  Ettin Eyes in daylight    
1+0 instead if you search for drinking water. 
2If you search for drinking water in a bog you get a -21 mod 

instead. One who (instead) drinks bog water must test his 

Disease Resistance against a disease with 3D6 PL. See 

Healing. 
 

E. g. a character with +2 Foraging proficiency wants 

to spend half an hour foraging in a forest (+0 mod) in 

the middle of summer (+0 mod). It is raining (-2 mod). 

The player casts 7 (-2 for rain and +2 for skill 

proficiency), so he finds nothing. The character 

spends another half hour looking and the player casts 

13, with the same mods, meaning he finds drinking water 

and D3 lbs of food. 
 

Fortitude (SS) 
Attribute: Wil 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: +0 
 

Fortitude is the character's courage and spiritual 

strength, used to avoid panic when encountering 

frightening creatures and to resist spells. 
 

Fortitude can also be used (only!) by Seiðmenn 

(including all the deities) to (attempt to) craft 

enchanted items. It takes D6 hours to enchant an item 

and doing so leaves the enchanter exhausted. When 

crafting an item he can try to give it sorcerous powers 

by testing his Fortitude and then checking the result 

on the table below. 
 

If enchanting an item with a spell the Seiðmaðr also has 

to first successfully cast the spell (i. e. avoid fumbling 

when he casts the spell). Fumbling when using 

Fortitude to enchant items is treated as if the 

enchanter fumbled whilst casting a spell. See Sorcery. 

An item is regarded as enchanted when the Seiðmaðr 

achieves a result of at least 30 when he tests Fortitude 

for this purpose. Enchanted weapons can be used to 

hurt incorporeal creatures. Each item can only ever be 

enchanted once.  
 

A spell in an item enchanted with a spell can be cast 

(using the item) once a day (between Sunrise and 

Sunrise if the spell is connected to the elements fire or 

air or between Sunset and Sunset if the spell is 

connected to the element earth, water or spirit). 
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To cast a spell by using an item enchanted with a spell, 

the user must test his Rune Lore against DD 9 + (spell 

PL * 2). He must do this every time he tries to use the 

item. A spell cast by the use of an enchanted item is 

cast with a proficiency equal to the user's proficiency 

in Rune Lore. No SP are spent when using enchanted 

items. It takes one round to do this.  
 

NB! The Sun never sets from the 13th of Glîtnias to 

the 8th of Albôkaimas and the Sun never rises from the 

9th of Kemenaberga to the 12th of Landawîtus. 
 

Items made of aurichalcum or with aurichalcum fittings 

(for metal armour, metal helmets and shields) are more 

easily enchanted (giving a +9 [aurichalcum] or +3 

[aurichalcum fittings] mod for Seiðmenn trying to 

enchant such items). Items made of bronze, electrum or 

gold, or with bronze, electrum or gold fittings (for metal 

armour, metal helmets and shields) are more easily 

enchanted (giving a +3 or +1 [fittings] mod for 

Seiðmenn trying to enchant such items) if the spell or 

effect it is to be given is somehow connected to the 

element fire. Items made of electrum or silver, or with 

electrum or silver fittings (for metal armour, metal 

helmets and shields) are more easily enchanted (giving 

a +3 or +1 [fittings] mod for Seiðmenn trying to 

enchant such items) if the spell or effect it is to be given 

is somehow connected to the element water. 
 

When trying to craft an enchanted item the crafter also 

tests his Crafts skill normally to determine the quality 

of the item crafted. See Crafts. See Trade (The 

Land of Þulê). 
 

Examples of effects the Seiðmaðr can give enchanted 

items he crafts: 
 

•The effect (e. g. +1) is added as extra electric, 

physical, cold or heat damage to a weapon. NB! 

Every +3 effect will instead be a +D6 effect in this 

context. 
 

•The effect is added as poison or disease to a 

weapon. A poisonous or diseased weapon has a 

poison/disease PL equal to the effect * 6. The 

poison/disease weakens with time and loses 1 in PL 

every time it hits a target until it is gone and the weapon 

is no longer considered enchanted. 
 

•The effect is added as bonus to the armour's AV 

against either electric, physical, cold or heat damage.  
 

•The effect is added as mod to a skill more or less 

connected to a particular object, like shoes or cloak 

and Stealth, tools and Crafts, and so forth. 
 

•A spell can be cast once a day by using the item. See 

above.   
 

Enchanters & Enchantresses 

Many Seiðmenn learn spells that they never bother to 

improve their proficiency with. Instead they just use 

these spells to enchant items, and then use their Rune 

Lore to use these items for better effect – spending no 

SP doing so. 
 

Result Sorcerous effect   Real value 

≤ 29 None    *1  

30-32 +1 effect or a spell   *5  

 with maximum PL 1     

33-35 +2 effect or a spell with  *10  

  maximum PL 2 

36-38 +3 effect or a spell with   *20  

  maximum PL 3 

39-41 +4 effect or a spell with   *40  

  maximum PL 4 

42-44 +5 effect or a spell with   *80  

 maximum PL 5 

45-47 +6 effect or a spell with   *160  

 maximum PL 6 

48-50 +7 effect or a spell with   *320  

 maximum PL 7 

51-53 +8 effect or a spell   *640  

  with maximum PL 8 

54-56 +9 effect or a spell with   *1280  

  maximum PL 9 

≥ 57 +10 effect or a spell with   *2560  

 maximum PL 10 
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Healing (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Healing enables you to heal injuries with the help of 

herbs, bandages, simple surgery et cetera, and to stop 

bleeding, cure illnesses, counteract poison or revive 

drowned individuals, all with or without the help of 

sorcery/healing potions.  
 

NB! A healing potion works just like the spell Heal, 

only the effect comes from a potion instead of the spell. 

See the spell Heal.  
 

To heal injuries by means of Healing you test Healing 

(+any mod for using a healing potion or for the spell 

Heal) and check the result on the table. Each 

individual can give Healing once every day to each 

injured individual, and once to each individual bleeding. 

If more than one individual is to give Healing to the 

same individual/bleeding, the one with the lowest 

Healing proficiency must give Healing first, and to be 

able to give Healing the second individual (and third, 

and fourth et cetera) must have at least 6 more in 

Healing proficiency than the one who gave Healing 

before him had for the Healing to have any positive 

effect. 
 

Each bleeding must be treated separately and 

independently of any Healing given to the individual to 

heal injury. 
 

An individual with very low Healing proficiency risks 

doing more harm than good when giving Healing. 
 

It is possible for a character to give Healing to himself 

(except when done to revive a drowned person or if he 

is unconscious), but he gets a -3 mod when he does so. 

It takes 3D6 rounds to give Healing – whether it is 

given to heal injury, revive drowned individuals, cure 

poisons or diseases, and the effect of Healing does 

not take place until after the 3D6 rounds have passed. 

If a spell is used in context with Healing the casting time 

is added to the total. 

 

Result   Injury1 

≤ 5   +3 

6-8   +2 

9-11   +1 

12-14   +0 

15-20   -1 

21-29   -2 

30-38   -3 

39-47   -4 

≥ 48   -5 
1The result indicates an increase in severity (+) or a decrease 

in severity (-).See Toughness (Combat Rules). 
 

Result   Bleeding1  

≤ 8   +2   

9-11   +1   

12-14   +0   

15-20   -1    

21-29   -2   

30-38   -3   

≥ 39   -4   
1The result indicates an increase in severity (+) or a decrease 

in severity (-). See Toughness (Combat Rules). 
 

Optional rule 8: All attempts to test Healing when the 

Moon is waning receive a +3 mod, because the dying 

Moon helps take away harmful effects. All attempts to 

test Healing when the Moon is waxing receives a -3 

mod, because the waxing Moon helps the harmful 

effects grow stronger.    
 

Drowning 

Healing (and the spell Heal) can be used to revive a 

drowned individual. DD to succeed in doing so is 15 

and +1 for every full minute it takes from the individual 

drowns until the revival attempt starts. See the skill 

Swimming. 

 

Faster Healing? 

A player who wishes to let his character heal faster 

than normal can e. g. add a -3 modifier for every D6 he 

wishes to remove from the 3D6 rounds it normally 

takes to heal a person, to a minimum of D6 rounds.  
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Poisons & Diseases 

An individual exposed to a poison or a disease must 

test his poison or disease resistance against a DD 

equal to the Power Level (PL) of the poison/disease. 

There is no difference between a "natural" 

poison/disease and one created by means of sorcery. 

If the damage to CON means the victim has 0 or less 

than 0 in CON the poison/disease is always fatal. 

The CON recovers after the effect of the 

poison/disease has ended with a speed of 1 each week 

until back to normal. See Birth Date (Character 

Generation & Development) for more on how the 

temporary loss of CON (and thus Con) can 

potentially be fatal (and especially so to old 

characters). Se the spell Restoration.  
 

Result  Consequence Damage to CON 

≥ PL1  n/a  0   

1 < PL1  -1 S-mod2 2   

2 < PL1  -2 S-mod2 4   

3 < PL1  -4 S-mod2 6   

4 < PL1  -8 S-mod2 8   

5 < PL1  -16 S-mod2 10   

≤ 6 < PL1 Death     
1The Power Level of the poison/disease. 
2To all skills.    
 

To find out just how long it takes for the 

poison/disease to start working the myth master casts 

a D6. 
 

D6  Works after  

1-2  D6 rounds  

3  D6 minutes  

4  D6 hours  

5  D6 days  

6  D6 weeks  
 

Some creatures attack with paralysing poison. See 

Poisonous Creatures (The Creatures & Phenomena 

of Þulê). See optional rule 15 (page 90). 

 

 

“There is no death for the honourable, only 

a change of bodies.” 

Result  Paralysing poison   

≥ PL1  n/a     

1 < PL1  D6 minutes of paralysis2   

2 < PL1  2D6 minutes of paralysis2  

3 < PL1  3D6 minutes of paralysis2  

4 < PL1  4D6 minutes of paralysis2  

5 < PL1  5D6 minutes of paralysis2  

≤ 6 < PL1 6D6 minutes of paralysis2  
1The Power Level of the poison. 
2Starts to work D6 + target's Con rounds after poison has 

been delivered to target. 

 
If an individual suffers from the effects of a 

poison/disease (other than a paralysing poison) the 

myth master must determine for how long this effect will 

last. The player tests his poison/disease resistance 

again and checks the result on the table below. 
 

See the spells Resist Disease and Resist Poison. 
 

Result   Duration  

≤ 5   6 months  

6-8   1 month   

9-11   1 week   

12-14   6 days  

15-20   5 days   

21-26   4 days   

27-32   3 days   

33-38   2 days   

39-44   1 day   

≥ 45   6 hours   

 
It is possible to use Healing to help a 

poisoned/diseased character. If you cast the spell 

Neutralise Poison you can add your proficiency in 

Neutralise Poison to Healing when you test Healing 

to make the poisoned character well again. If you cast 

the spell Neutralise Disease you can add your 

proficiency in Neutralise Disease to Healing when 

you test Healing to make the diseased character well 

again. 

 

“Prevention is better than cure.” 
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Result   Duration1   

≤ 5   Increased by 400%  

6-8   Increased by 250% 

9-11   Increased by 150% 

12-14   No effect   

15-20   Reduced by 20%  

21-26   Reduced by 40% 

27-32   Reduced by 60% 

33-38   Reduced by 80% 

≥ 39   Reduced by 100%2  
1The duration of the poison or disease. 
2This is the only result able to completely and instantly cure 

a target, even if the effect was to be fatal (but has not yet 

started working). 

 

Mod  Healer     

-6  The one giving Healing has no bandages1 

+2  Has an assistant with at least half his  

 Healing proficiency    

+6 Uses surgeon's tools1/2   

-3 Performs Healing on himself  

-12 Performs Healing on a child3 
1Does not apply to cases of drowning, disease or poisoning. 
2Healer must have at least +10 Healing proficiency to use 

these tools. 
3See Life & Death comment under Birth Date (Character 

Generation & Development). This applies whether the 

Healer is using sorcery/asking for favours or not. 
 

Optional rule 9: Those who suffer from a disease 

suffer from a disease that can easily infect others if 

they roll 1-2 on a D6. All exposed to the infected 

individual (and this includes individuals giving Healing 

to them) must test their disease resistance at the 

beginning of each 6 hour period they are in contact 

with the diseased character against the PL of the 

disease. 
 

Lyre Playing (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Lyre Playing is used to impress others, and also by 

Religious individuals with a contemplative alignment to 

gain favour from the deities. The proficiency 

determines how well your character plays the lyre and 

also how many melodies he knows. One who is able to 

play beautifully will be able to more easily convince 

others (with Social Skills) to do as he pleases. The 

lyre player must play for D6 minutes to achieve any 

effect. Lyre Playing can reduce the DD in relation to 

Social Skills. See Social Skills. 
 

Religious individuals with a contemplative alignment 

can gain favour from the deities by playing the lyre in a 

temple. The favour a character gets from this comes on 

top of the favour he gets for participating in religious 

ceremonies if he is playing the lyre during a religious 

ceremony. Because the deities are easily bored, a 

character can only do this once every day for each 

deity. The character needs no audience for this to 

work. See Special to Religious Characters 

(Character Generation & Development). 
 

The lyrist can also sing or recite poems whilst playing 

the lyre, adding to the effect of his music. See Singing 

and Poetry. 
 

Mechanics (SS) 
Attribute: Dex 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Mechanics enables the character to safely disarm (and 

if the myth master allows also build) mechanical traps, 

and to pick locks and thus open locked doors fairly 

silently and without damaging the doors. It takes D6 

(DD routine), 2D6 (very easy), 3D6 (easy), 4D6 

(medium), 5D6 (hard), 6D6 (very hard), 7D6 

(extremely hard) or 8D6 (absurd) rounds to pick a lock 

or disarm a trap (or try and fail). For every full 3 points 

above DD the player achieves when he tests this skill 

he saves D6 rounds. It never takes less than D6 

rounds to pick a lock/disarm a trap. 
 

To pick a lock you must test Mechanics against the 

DD of the lock. 
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If a character fails at picking a lock he can (unless he 

wants to try picking the lock until he succeeds or either 

breaks his tools or jams the lock) always try to force the 

door open. Weak doors can be forced open in 3D6 - 

Str rounds or in 2D6 - Str rounds if using a 

concussion weapon, and strong doors can be opened 

in 6D6 - Str rounds (only) by using a metal-headed 

concussion weapon, or in 1 round if using a metal-

headed concussion weapon which has had the spell 

Hammer cast upon it. See the spell Hammer. You can 

never force a door open in less than 1 round. Metal 

doors, strong wooden doors with a metal frame and 

similar can be forced open in D6 - Str hours (but never 

less than 1 hour) by using a metal-headed concussion 

weapon or in 3D6 - Str rounds if using a metal-headed 

concussion weapon which has had the spell Hammer 

cast upon it. See the spell Hammer. 

 

Everyone nearby (e. g. indoors somewhere in the same 

building and outdoor in a forest within 600 feet and in 

open terrain within 1200 feet) when someone is forcing 

a door open will probably hear the noise and might 

understand what is happening. 
 

DD Mechanics 

3 Routine lock/trap 

6 Very easy lock/trap 

9 Easy lock/traps 

12 Medium lock/trap 

15 Hard lock/trap  

21 Very hard lock/trap 

27 Extremely hard lock/trap 

33 Absurd lock/trap 

+12 Picks lock/disarms trap in blindness 

+3 Uses lock-picking tools of terrible quality1 

+2 Uses lock-picking tools of poor quality1 

+1 Uses lock-picking tools of below medium 

 quality1 

+0 Uses lock-picking tools of medium quality1 

-1 Uses lock-picking tools of above medium 

 quality1 

-2 Uses lock-picking tools of high quality1  

-3 Uses lock-picking tools of very high quality1 

-4 Uses lock-picking tools of exceptional 

 quality1 

-5 Uses lock-picking tools of divine quality1 

+9 Has no lock-picking tools1 

-3 Freezing temperatures 
1Only for picking locks. 
 

E. g. a character with -3 Lock-picking proficiency 

wants to unlock a door to be able to leave a walled-in 

garden without anyone nearby hearing or seeing him 

(something they would if he just bashed in the door or 

tried to climb the wall instead). Luckily for him the lock 

is easy (DD 9) to unlock and he has lock-picking tools. 

He casts 16 (-3 skill proficiency), which gives him a 

result 4 points above DD, so he not only manages to 

pick the lock, but he does so in 2D6 instead of in 3D6 

rounds. 

 

Navigation (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Navigation is used to successfully get as fast as 

possible from A to B.  
 

“Straight ahead is always shortest, but not 

always best.” 
 

The traveller (or the party's leader or guide) tests 

Navigation every 1 mile of travel to see how his skill 

affects the travel time (in minutes, for every mile 

travelled). If his result is very weak he will spend much 

time finding back to his route after repeatedly "taking 

the wrong turn", and will arrive much later, and he might 

even walk in circles or get lost. If his result is very good 

he is able to all the time see what route will be the 

fastest and he will avoid time consuming and often 

dangerous detours. See Travel in Þulê (The Land of 

Þulê) for more on how long it takes to travel. 
 

“Better to turn than go astray.” 
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Result   Minutes 

≤ 2 or natural 3  (Wrong way)1   

3-5 or natural 4  (Walks in circle)2   

6-8   +3D6 

9-12   +2D6 

12-14   +D6   

15-17   +1   

18-23   +0   

21-26   -1   

27-32   -2   

≥ 33   -3    
1The party travels 1 mile in a (randomly chosen) wrong 

direction before they realise that they have gone the wrong 

way.  
2The party spends D6 * D6 minutes travelling when they 

realise that they are back to where they started (if this makes 

sense in that situation).  
 

Illumination level influences the travel time as well: 
 

Illumination mods to travel time   Minutes 

Darkness with Artificial light1   +2 

Daylight1    +4 

Night with Full Moon2   +2 

Night with Waxing or Waning Moon2 +4  

Night with Lunar ecclipse2   +6 

Total Darkness3   +16  
1Only applies to characters with Ettin Eyes if they travel 

alone or in a group where everyone has Ettin Eyes. 
2Does not apply to characters with Night Vision or Ettin 

Eyes if they travel alone or in a group where everyone has 

Night Vision or Ettin Eyes.    
3Does not apply to characters with Ettin Eyes if they travel 

alone or in a group where everyone has Ettin Eyes. 
 

Other mods to travel time   Minutes 

Light fog    +1 

Thick fog    +4 

For every 1' of snow on the ground1 +5 

Wet ground    +1 

Muddy ground     +6 

Skôgvörðr    -1 * Int2 

For every full 5 individuals in the party  +13 
1Skis have not (yet) been invented in Þulê.   
2This mod applies to the Skôgvörðr himself and to everyone 

in his company, and only when travelling in marshland, forest 

or mountainous terrain. 
3To a maximum of +5.  
 

NB! A party travelling along a coastline, on a road or 

a path or is following a river, travels every mile at normal 

(+0 minutes) travel time and need (normally) not test 

Navigation, but the travel time will be modified normally 

by illumination, fog, snow, mud and the size of the party.   
 

Perception (SS) 
Attribute: Int 
 

You can not improve your Perception proficiency 

through experience. 
 

The Perception skill determines how perceptive your 

character is, if he sees or understands what is going on 

around him; if he e. g. sees the trap he is about to walk 

into, if he discovers secret doors nearby, if he can 

sense the person sneaking up on him from behind, and 

so forth. NB! When it comes to finding and following 

tracks the Tracking skill is used. 
 

Both your travelling speed (see Tempo) and whether 

you wear a helmet or not influences your ability to 

perceive what is going on around you. 
 

The illumination level as well can play a role and 

increase the DD for characters testing Perception. A 

character actively looking for something can add a +1 

mod for every extra minute spent looking when he tests 

Perception. A character usually only tests his 

Perception skill every full minute spent looking for 

something, unless of course this doesn't make sense in 

the situation. If a character is looking for another 

character hiding, he modifies the DD of the character 

hiding by +1 for every extra minute the character 

looking spends looking for him. See Stealth. 
 

Crowded Temples  

Reciting poetry (or singing, dancing or playing the lyre 

or flute) in a temple is one thing, but what if there are 

others there doing the same at the same time? The 

myth master should allow characters to, when needed, 

find a secluded part of the temple, where they can 

perform, even if the temple is crowded. 
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Illumination    DD  

Artificial light1     +2  

Daylight1    +4  

Full Moon2    +2  

Waxing or Waning Moon2  +4  

Lunar ecclipse2     +6  

Total Darkness3   +16  

Standing in light, looking into darkness +3 
1Only applies to characters with Ettin Eyes. 
2Does not apply to characters with Night Vision or Ettin 

Eyes. 
3Does not apply to characters with Ettin Eyes. 
 

E. g. a character with +2 Perception proficiency walks 

past a window in a town. Inside is a lady in dire distress 

waving at him, trying to get his attention. The myth 

master (in secret) tests his Perception against DD 12 

to see if the character notices anything. He casts 10 

(+ 2 skill proficiency) so he just notices, and the myth 

master lets the player know 
 

Poetry (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Poetry is used to impress others, and by Religious 

individuals with a contemplative alignment to gain 

favour from the deities. For the poetry to have any 

effect the poet needs to recite poems for D6 minutes 

in a temple. For others to even be willing to listen to the 

poem recitation, the poet needs to first initiate a 

conversation, something he does by testing Social 

Skills against DD 9. Poetry to reduce the DD in 

relation to Social Skills usually only works in relation 

to those of the opposite sex. See Social Skills. 
 

The deities are always willing to listen, but are easily 

bored and therefore only listen once a day and only if 

the poet recites poems in a temple. The poet can also 

recite poetry whilst playing the lyre for added effect. 

See the skill Lyre Playing. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The poet doesn't need an actual audience for the 

poetry to work in relation to the deities. See Special 

to Religious Characters (Character Generation & 

Development). 
 

The following modifies the Poetry DD in relation to 

Social Skills and the result when trying to achieve 

favour with the deities. He can use any language in 

relation to the deities, but otherwise only his skill 

proficiency in the language used by the target is 

relevant. 
 

Mod The Poet has:   

-21  0 Language proficiency   

-15 1 language proficiency   

-12   2 language proficiency   

-6 3 language proficiency   

-3 4 language proficiency   

+0 5 language proficiency   
 
 

“The sky is no less blue only because the 

blind can not see it.” 
 
 

Religious Tradition (SS) 
Attribute: Cha 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Religious Tradition is a skill needed by Religious 

characters who want to gain favour with the deities and 

who want to ask the deities for favours. The higher 

Religious Tradition proficiency the character has, the 

more powerful favours he can ask for. 
 

Religious Tradition is also used to lead religious 

ceremonies in the right way, and that way achieve 

favour with the deities. In order to lead such a 

ceremony the character needs at least one Religious 

participant, and it can only be done in a temple and 

during a high festival. Characters also need Religious 

Tradition to know how to perform animal sacrifices to 

the deities. See Special to Religious Characters 

(Character Generation & Development). 
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Riding (MS) 
Attribute: Dex 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Riding determines your ability to stay on the back of 

your riding animal and to control it in difficult situations. 

The moment you face difficulties you need to test your 

Riding skill. When the rider tests his skill and the 

consequence is a failure he loses control of his animal 

and must test his skill again against a random DD and 

achieve at least success in order to regain control. A 

second failure or a Critical Failure causes the rider to 

fall off his mount after D6 rounds of uncontrolled 

riding. Whether or not the rider is injured by the fall is 

determined by what kind of animal he was riding and 

naturally how high he was above ground when he fell. 

See Acrobatics. See Aerial Combat (Combat 

Rules).  
 

One who attacks from his riding animal can (if there is 

room for manoeuvre) charge every D6 + 1 round or he 

can attack normally every round. A rider in mêlée must 

fight without the Dodging bonus to his mêlée and 

missile defence values. He can fire or throw missiles 

from his animal, but with modifications based on 

weapon used. See Combat Modifications (Combat 

Rules). No matter what he wants to do he must test 

Riding against DD 12 every round for as long as he is 

engaged in combat and at least succeed to be allowed 

to move where he wants to and to attack. If he is allowed 

to attack and hits his target when he charges, he can 

also add the size of his animal (but never less than +1) 

to the damage of the mêlée weapon he is using. A rider 

can never attack more than once every round. The 

riding animal spends as many SP when used as a mount 

in mêlée as the rider does. See the skill Stamina.  
 

Two handed mêlée weapons can not be used two-

handed by a rider, but must be used one-handed with 

the normal penalties for using two-handed weapons in 

one hand. See Mêlée Weapons & Shields (Combat 

Rules). Two handed missile weapons can be used by a 

rider, but with restrictions. See Combat 

Modifications (Combat Rules). 

DD Example Tasks (Riding)    

6 Ride on a road/in the air1   

9 Ride fast on a road/in the air1   

9 Ride on a path/in a field2  

12 Ride fast on a path/in a field2  

12 Attack from the animal3    

18 Control an animal taking damage4  
5 Jump an obstacle and land softly6  

+3 Ride other creature than horse   

+3 Riding where it's narrow   
1Test skill every hour. 
2Test skill every half hour. 
3Test skill every round. 
4Test skill every round the riding animal takes damage. 
5DD = obstacle height in feet*4. 
6Test skill every jump. 
 

You can fire a crossbow when riding an animal, but you 

can not re-load it whilst riding the animal. An 

incapacitated character can not ride. See Toughness 

(Combat Rules). 
 

Rune Lore (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Rune Lore is the knowledge about sorcery, about 

secrets, the ability to recognize enchantments and 

spells, know their effects and what triggers these. Rune 

Lore lets you understand enchanted items and figure 

out how to use them. Rune Lore also lets you carve 

powerful runes into items: but only one single rune 

every full Moon night (from Sunset to Sunrise). The 

rune carver must use 1 dose of blood (or other “life 

liquid”), ideally from a source creature, when he carves 

the rune for it to have any sorcerous effect. He also 

needs access to a blacksmith to carve runes into metal 

items. In order to carve runes you need to know Old 

Runes. You can carve a maximum of 3 Old Runes into 

any single item for effect. Weapons marked with runes 

are defined as enchanted and can be used against 

incorporeal trolls and spirits. 

 

“Even the best horse may stumble.” 
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If a character goes to a professional rune carver to 

have him carve runes on his items he usually needs to 

pay for his service (one gold ounce for each rune) and 

the rune carver will only do so if he is at least friendly 

towards the character. The DD to carve any rune 

yourself is 24 (or 27 if you don't have blood from the 

right source creature). Items carved with runes have 

their real value increased by one gold ounce per rune.  
 

If you have different items with the same runes you 

don't enjoy cumulative effect from these, but will 

instead enjoy only the strongest effect (whether it is 

positive or negative). So if you have a +2 Stealth 

bonus from three different black gems with the same 

rune carving you don't enjoy a +6 Stealth bonus, but 

only a +2 Stealth bonus. The effect is however 

cumulative if you have two different items with two 

different runes with the same effect. 
 

Rune  Power     Source Creature     

f Fêhu (f) Wealth     Cow       

u Ûrus (u) Health     Ox       

x Þursas (þ) Dangerous Sorcery   Any (ettin) worm     

a Ansus (a, å) Wisdom     Bear, pigeon, horse, deer, dog, raven, owl & wolf  

r Raiþa (r) Strength    Goat, cow, robin & male sheep   

c Kauna (k, c, q, x) Light in darkness    Light elf & fire (ettin) worm    

g Geba (g) Time & Reward    Octopus, spider, vulture, reindeer & venomous snake 

w Wina (v, w) Beauty & Steadiness   Poisonous (ettin) worm     

h Hagalas (h) Sea & Transition   Any ettin      

n Nauþô (n) Need & Death    Octopus, spider, vulture, reindeer & venomous snake 

i Îsas (i)  Cold & Death    Cave or sea (ettin) worm, mule, rat & scorpion  

j Jêra (j) Love & Charm    Duck, frog, hare, cave (ettin) worm, cat, partridge,  

       turtle, sparrow & swallow    

y Îwas (î, y) Hunting & Defence   Deer, bee, crow, toad, female bear & smilodon  

p Perþô (p) Travel & Crafts    Light elf or dark elf      

z Algis (z, -R) Health, Revenge & Hunting  Elk & eagle      

s Sôwilô (s) Life & Enlightenment   Venomous snake     

t Dîwus (t) War     Venomous snake, woodpecker, ox & mouse  

b Berka (b) Earth     Poisonous (ettin) worm     

e Ewas (e) Tempo & Horses   Unicorn & Horse     

m Mannas (m) Thinking    Human       

l Lagus (l) Water & Wealth    Dolphin, fish & sea (ettin) worm    
q Ingus (ng, ing) Freedom, Health & Love   Donkey, leopard & boar    

d Dagas (d, ð) Enlightenment & Purification  Beaver, venomous snake, cock, hawk, heron,   

       red deer, lamb, cave lion, swan & stork  

o Ôþala (o, ö, ô) Ôðal-property, Rights & Beauty  Noble man      
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

“Death smiles at us all. All a man can do is to smile back.” 
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Rune  Effect (turn sign for opposite effect)  What you can carve this rune on   

Fêhu1  1-5 (in a D6) chance for others to overlook Door/window/chest/hatch   

  your door/window et cetera)        

Ûrus  +2 to Disease & Poison Resistance  Drinking horn    

Þursas2  -2 mod to die roll when checking for ettin   Wood, nuts, pebbles   

  phenomenon during travel in Etunakaimas      

Ansus  +2 Poetry, Rune Lore & World Lore   Aurichalcum helmet or any metal helmet with 

        electrum, golden or aurichalcum fittings 

Raiþa1  +D6 damage     Aurichalcum or bronze Concussion Weapon 

Raiþa1  +1 Str      Aurichalcum or bronze belt buckle 

Raiþa1  +2 OV (only TW) & +1 damage   Aurichalcum or bronze axe, hammer or 

        (wooden) club  

Kauna2  Negates -1 mod for lacking ability to see in Golden, yellow, white, orange or red   

  darkness or light     gem     

Kauna1/2 +2 Stealth     Black gem    

Geba1  +1 Initiative & +5 Tempo    Boots with lead fittings   

Wina  +2 Social Skills & +1 mod for Cut/Shock Brown or green gem   

   effect against rune-engraved gem’s carrier       

Hagalas -2 own Fright mod     Aurichalcum helmet or any metal helmet with 

        aurichalcum, electrum or silver fittings  

Nauþô  -2 mod for all who gives Healing to rune bearer Black gem; aurichalcum, electrum silver or bone 

        object 

Îsas1/2  +1 Heat Toughness & -1 Initiative  Aurichalcum, electrum or silver object  

  Also prevents all attempts to revive rune-bearer      

Jêra  +2 Social Skills     Pink or pale yellow gem or copper object   

Îwas1  +1 DV (MÊ/MI)    Aurichalcum armour or other metal armour with 

        aurichalcum, electrum or silver fittings3 or 
        aurichalcum shield or other shield with 

        aurichalcum, electrum or silver fittings 

Îwas1  +2 OV (MI)     Metal missile weapon4   

Perþô2  +2 Crafts     Tool     

Perþô2  +2 Navigation     Any object made of metal   

Algis  +2 Foraging in forest & Tracking   Elk skin boots or any boots adored with eagle 

        feathers  

Algis  +2 Healing     Brown or green gem   

Sôwilô1/2 +1 Cold Toughness, +2 Poetry & Social Skills Golden, yellow, white, orange or red   

  +1 mod to die roll when checking for ettin  gem or any gold object    

  phenomenon during travel in Etunakaimas      

Dîwus1  +1 OV      Aurichalcum or iron spear5 

Dîwus1  +2 OV (MI)     Aurichalcum or iron arrowheads or bolt heads 

Dîwus1  +2 OV (MI)     Aurichalcum or iron spear5  
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Dîwus1  +1 Fortitude & DV (MÊ)   Aurichalcum or iron buckler, deeply-dished 

        shield, small shield, large shield or armour3 

Dîwus1  +2 Fortitude     Aurichalcum or iron buckler, deeply-dished 

        shield, small shield, large shield, armour3, spear5 
        or sword6  

Dîwus1  +2 OV (MÊ)     Aurichalcum or iron spear5 or sword6  

Dîwus1  +2 DV      Aurichalcum or iron buckler, deeply-dished 
        shield, small shield, large shield or armour3 

Dîwus1  +1 Fortitude & OV (MÊ)   Aurichalcum or iron spear5 or sword6  

Berka2  +2 Alchemy     Brown or green gem   

Ewas  +5 Tempo & +2 Riding    Boots with aurichalcum spurs (real value +4 a) 

        or silver spurs (real value +4 s)   

Mannas  +2 Rune Lore, Singing & World Lore    Blue or white gem    

Lagus  +2 Swimming & Foraging along the shore  Turquoise gem or silver object  

Ingus2  1 hour less needed sleep each day & +2 Social Light blue gem or copper object  

  Skills        

Dagas1/2 +2 Fortitude & +2 mod for all who gives   Golden, yellow, white, orange or red gem or 

  Healing to rune bearer    golden object   

  +1 mod to die roll when checking for ettin     

  phenomenon during travel in Etunakaimas     

Ôþala  +2 Social Skills     Aurichalcum helmet or any metal helmet with 

        aurichalcum, electrum, gold or silver fittings or 

        crown, seat or throne 
1The rune carver must carve three such runes on the same object to achieve the effect. 
2Can not be turned up-side-down for reversed effect.   
3Any mail shirt, muscular metal cuirass, laminated metal armour, mail shirt with scales or metal scale armour. 
4This includes arrowheads, bolt heads and sling bullets.   
5Any weapon using the Spears skill. 
6Any weapon using the Swords & Daggers skill. 
 

Ancient Þulêan Old Þulêan Þulêan   

Fêhu  Fêhu  Fê   
Ûrus  ÛruR  Ûrr   
Þursas  ÞursaR  Þurs (Þuss)  
Ansus  AnsuR  Âss   
Raiþa  Raiþô  Reið   
Kauna  Kauna  Kaun   
Geba  Gebô  Gefa   
Wina  Wina  Vina   
Hagalas HagalaR Hagall   
Nauþô  Nauþi  Nauð   
Îsas  ÎsaR  Îss   
Jêra  Jêra  Âr   

Îwas  ÎwaR  Ýr   
Perþô  Perþi  Ferð   
Algis  AlgiR  Elgr   
Sôwilô  Sôwili  Sôl   
Dîwus  TîwaR  Tîr (Týr)  
Berka  Berkô  Björk   
Ewas  EwaR  Jôr   
Mannas  MannR  Maðr   
Lagus  LaguR  Lögr   
Ingus  InguR  Ingr   
Dagas  DagaR  Dagr   
Ôþala  Ôþala  Ôðal   
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Seamanship (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Seamanship determines your character's ability to 

operate boats and ships. Characters need some 

proficiency to use certain vessels to start with (1 for 

rowing boats and 3 for sailing vessels) and to qualify as 

crew members for these. The captain (or if the myth 

master finds it appropriate the crew members of the 

vessel) needs to test Seamanship in different 

situations, and when travelling every 1 hour. 
 

Failure when testing Seamanship results in damage to 

vessel; it hits a rock and takes in water, something 

important in the vessel, like a vital rope or even the 

rudder (or something like that) is broken. A second 

failure or a Critical Failure results in a shipwreck. See 

Travel & Survival (The Land of Þulê). 
 

DD Seamanship     

3  Row a boat (test skill each hour)  

6 Sail a ship (test skill each hour)   

6 Moor a vessel     

+0 Calm      

+1 Light air     

+2 Light breeze     

+3 Gentle breeze     

+4 Moderate breeze    

+5  Fresh breeze     

+6 Strong breeze     

+7 Moderate gale     

+8 Fresh gale     

+9 Strong gale     

+10 Whole gale     

+15 Storm      

+20 Hurricane     

+1  For each missing crew member1  

+6 Damaged vessel    

+3 Freezing temperatures  

+0 Row or sail on a lake 

+3 Row or sail on the sea   
1Large vessels need bigger crews and thus suffer more from 

lacking crew members. See Trade (The Land of Þulê). 
 

 

Runes & Sunlight 

You don't need to keep the rune away from Sunlight 

to keep it powerful. The belief that you need this 

stems from a misunderstanding of what a rune really is. 

What they said in the historic past was that if a rune (a 

secret!) is brought out into the daylight (i. e. the public 

eye) it will lose its force. It had however nothing to do 

with rune carvings.   
 

Singing (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Singing is used to impress others and to achieve 

favour with the deities. The proficiency determines 

how well your character sings and also how many songs 

he knows. One who is able to sing beautifully will be 

able to more easily convince others (with Social Skills) 

to do as he pleases. The singer must sing in D6 

minutes to achieve any effect. A singer can also play 

the lyre whilst singing for added effect. See the skill 

Lyre Playing. See the skill Social Skills. 
 

Your character can achieve favour with the deities by 

singing (for D6) minutes in a temple. The favour a 

character gets from this comes on top of the favour he 

gets for participating in religious ceremonies if he is 

singing during a religious ceremony. The deities are 

easily bored so it is only possible to do this once every 

day for each deity. Your character needs no listeners 

in a temple to sing for the deities. See Special to 

Religious Characters (Character Generation & 

Development). 
 

Social Skills (SS) 
Attribute: Cha 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Social Skills determines how well your character can 

bargain and how he relates to others in social contexts. 

See Trade and Random Encounters (The Land of 

Þulê) for more on how to bargain and how to establish 

a relationship to others respectively. Characters can 

not use Social Skills in relation to individuals who are 

hostile. 
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DD The target is  

-15 Affectionate  

-9 Friendly  

-3 Welcoming  

+0  Neutral   

+6 Suspicious  

n/a Hostile   
 

 

“Everyone's friend is everyone's fool.” 
 

 

DD Other factors     

-D6 Gifts/bribes1     

-D6 Threats or other means of pressure1  

+X Mod for Dancing, Flute Playing, Lyre 

 Playing, Poetry, Language Skills, Singing 

 and/or World Lore2.    
1Failure when using bribes, threats or other pressure 

worsens the NPC's relationship to the character by one 

degree. Critical Failure worsens the NPC's relationship to 

the character by two degrees. If the relationship to the 

character turns to hostile this might be very serious to the 

character and he risks being attacked.   
2See Special to Religious Characters (Character 

Generation & Development). 
 

Result  X1   

≤ 3  +4 DD   

6-8  +2 DD  

9-11  +0 DD   

12-14  -1 DD   

15-20  -2 DD   

21-26  -3 DD   

27-32  -4 DD  

≥ 33  -5 DD   
1Mod for Dancing, Flute Playing, Lyre Playing, Poetry, 

Singing and/or World Lore. Effects are cumulative if more 

than one skill is used. See Poetry. 
 

 

“Everyone's friend is faithful to no one.” 
 

 

For the target to understand what you say you 

normally need to speak a language known by the target, 

but when you use Social Skills you can establish a 

friendly relation to others using body language, sign 

language and other forms of communication as well. So 

language skills don't always need to matter much.  
 

DD Example Tasks (Social Skills)   

9 Start a conversation in order to use skills 

 such as Poetry, World Lore et cetera   

6 Convince a person to tell you directions  
1 Convince a person to show hospitality 

 (i. e. let you stay as a guest for one night)  

3 Convince a person to trade with you in the 

 morning (after 06:00), during the day or in 

 the evening (before 18:00)   

9 Convince a person to trade with you in the 

 evening (after 18:00)    

15 Convince a person to trade with you during 

 the night or in the morning (before 06:00)  

12 Convince a person to guide you to the 

 location you want directions to   

21 Convince a person to treat you with food 

 and/or drink     

33 Convince a person to reveal a secret  

51 Convince a person to abstain from 

 punishing you for a crime    
1Outside town or stead: DD = 6 + the number of guests in 

question. In a town or stead: DD = 21 + the number of 

guests in question. Success means the party is allowed to 

sleep in the barn or something similar. Critical Success 

means the party is invited to sleep in beds inside and is 

allowed to attend all meals as well, free of charge. When 

someone shows hospitality the party is expected to return 

gifts on departure the next day. If they have nothing to give 

they receive gifts from the host instead.   
 

Stamina (SS) 
Attribute: 12 + Con 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: +0 
 

Stamina determines for how long a character can 

perform fatiguing activities. The number of Stamina 

Points (SP) you have is equal to your proficiency in 

Stamina. You become Tired when you have spent SP 

* 1, Exhausted when you have spent SP * 2 and you 

fall Unconscious when you have spent SP * 3.
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If you, because of cold weather (see Weather & Wind 

[The Land of Þulê]), because you are drained (see 

Trolls [The Creatures & Phenomena of Þulê]), or 

because you lack food, drink or rest (see Travel & 

Survival [The Land of Þulê]), spend more than SP * 

3, you will die when you have spent SP * 4. You regain 

1 spent SP every 12 - (Con) rounds you rest, but 

never faster than 1 every round. You regain only 1 

spent SP every 6 - (Con) minutes if you are tired 

because you lack food, drink or rest, but never faster 

than 1 every minute. You regain only 1 spent SP every 

6 - (Con) hours if you are exhausted because you lack 

food, drink or rest, but never faster than 1 every hour. 
 

SP are (for the sake of playability) spent at the 

beginning of each fatiguing activity performed, and are 

spent even if the character stops performing this 

activity in order to do something else instead – unless 

he changes into doing something less tiring and also 

something that will take less time than he would have 

spent if he was to finish his more tiring activity instead.  

 

When a character is Tired and wants to continue a 

fatiguing activity, he needs to first test his Wil against 

DD 5 and at least achieve a Success to be able to do 

so. When a character is Exhausted and wants to 

continue a fatiguing activity, he needs to first test his 

Wil against DD 9 and at least achieve a Success to 

be able to do so. If he is Tired and keep spending SP 

he will become Exhausted. If he is Exhausted and 

keep spending SP he will eventually fall Unconscious. 

If he fails to continue a fatiguing activity he must 

instead rest for at least one round. If forced to rest 

when engaged in mêlée he lowers his guard; he gains 

only half any shield DV bonus, he can not attack and 

is regarded as Unarmed (even if he carries a shield!) 

until he Succeeds the Wil test (against DD 5 or DD 

9. See above). See Lowered Guard (Combat 

Skills).   
 

NB! Four- (or more) legged creatures can sneak, walk, 

jog, run, sprint and dash twice as long as listed in the 

table for the spent SP.  
 

Activity   Spent SP   

Carry out a Charge  2     

Cast a Spell  Spell PL / 2 (rounded up)1 

Climb   1 every minute   

Crawl   1 every minute   

Dance   1 every minute   

Dash   5 every round   

Drive carriage  1 every hour   

Enchant an item  Stamina * 2 

Engaged in mêlée 1 every round2   

Fly at full speed  1 every 4 minutes 

Fly fast   1 every 10 minutes 

Fly slow   1 every hour 

Fly very fast  1 every 5 minutes 

Fly very slow  1 every 20 minutes 

Hold your breath 2 every round3 

Jog   1 every 5 minutes  

Carry heavy object 4 every round 

Ride (any creature)  1 every hour   

Ride (any creature) fast  1 every 5 minutes  

Row a boat  1 every 15 minutes  

Run   1 every minute   

Sail a ship  1 every hour 

Shoot/throw missile 1 every minute   

Sneak and/or Track 1 every half hour   

Sprint   1 every round   

Swim    1 every 2 minutes  

Swim fast  1 every 2 rounds   

Swim slowly  1 every 15 minutes  

Tactical advance/ 2 every round 

offensive fighting  

Tactical retreat/ 1 every 2 rounds 

defensive fighting  

Walk   1 every half hour   
1The time spent to cast the spell does not matter in this 

context. Alfabôrinar only spend spell PL / 4 (rounded up) 

SP when casting spells. See also Fire Worm (The 

Creatures & Phenomena of Þulê). 
2This also applies to mounted fighters, but SP is for them 

spent for mêlée instead of for riding. See also tactical 

advance and tactical retreat in this table. 
3A character automatically recovers all the SP spent for 

holding his breath after 2 rounds of normal breathing. 
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  Mod   Other 
Condition (all Skills) Restrictions  

Tired  -1   Can not Dash or 

    Sprint   

Exhausted -4   Can not Dash, Fly, 

    Sprint, Run or Jog 

Unconscious n/a  Can not do 

    anything  
 

Optional rule 10: Your encumbrance level, as well as 

elevation, sometimes matter when calculating how many 

SP you spend when performing fatiguing activities.  
 

Encumbrance Travelling SP spent  

Light load   *1  

Medium load Uphill  *2  

Heavy load Steep uphill *3  

  Downhill /2  
 

Optional rule 11: To make the spending of SP in a 

mêlée less predictable you can cast a D6 for every 1 

SP the character would normally spend, and then only 

spend that SP if the result is 1-4. Not every round in 

a mêlée is as fatiguing: sometimes the fighters just wait 

for a better opportunity to attack or hesitate (and fail 

to injure their foes because of that), or strike and hit 

well with very little effort.  
 

Duels in Þulê 

It is not uncommon in Þulê for men who duel to allow the 

opponent to rest and catch his breath if he becomes 

too tired to carry on fighting. This is especially 

common if one of the combatants is significantly older 

than the other. It is often better to lose a duel than to 

win it by hitting a man with lowered guard. 
 

Stealth (MS) 
Attribute: Dex 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

It is difficult to improve your ability to hide and sneak 

so it is only possible to gain 10 ranks on the Stealth 

skill. Character size and Dexterity often matter almost 

as much as skill, and the conditions for hiding and 

sneaking matter the most. 

Stealth gives your character a chance to sneak 

undetected past others or to hide from them. If your 

character sneaks, you test his skill each round (and he 

moves as much as his Tempo allows each round. See 

Tempo) and if your character hides, you test his skill 

each minute (i. e. every 12 rounds), as long as he 

remains in sight of any observers he may try to hide 

from. You also test his skill every time the conditions 

for hiding change. If a character hiding starts to move, 

he is instead sneaking and must test his skill every 

round instead. 
 

 

“The burden of someone else is always 

light.” 
 

 

Characters travelling can use Stealth to avoid contact 

with other creatures, or to improve their chances to 

spot encountered creatures before they spot the 

characters. See Random Encounters (The Land of 

Þulê). 
 

A character suffering from a severe injury or an 

incapacitation can not sneak. See Toughness 

(Combat Rules). 
 

E. g. a character wishes to sneak 30' across a lawn 30' 

behind the back of a guard (with +2 Perception). The 

sneaking character must test his Stealth against a 

DD equal to the sum of 9 (he sneaks across a lawn) +2 

(the Perception of the guard) and +0 (he sneaks 

between 26' and 50' from nearest listener). DD is then 

11. He does not need to modify DD because of the 

distance to the observer because he sneaks outside his 

field of vision and thus he can not see what is going on. 

The guard can only use his hearing to detect him. The 

sneaking character can sneak 20' each round, so he 

needs to test his Stealth skill twice in order to sneak 

the 30'. His stealth proficiency is +4 and he casts 12 

(4 + 5 + 3) the first time he tests his skill and 8 (5 + 1 + 

2) the second time. The DD was 11 and his results 16 

(12 for die roll +4 for skill proficiency) and 12 (8 + 4), 

meaning he succeeded. DD was 11 (an easy task), and 

he succeeded twice, so he gained 50 XP. 
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Stealth 

Hiding is not too hard if you keep a good distance 

between yourself and those you are hiding from, but 

the moment you get closer, the difficulty shoots into 

the air. Hiding is also in any case very hard if a person 

searching for you has the privilege of spending the time 

he needs to find you. He will eventually find you. See 

Perception.    
 

Sneaking up on somebody from behind (to steal from 

them or to attack them by surprise) without being 

noticed is highly difficult, unless that individual is not at 

all alert or the conditions for doing so are really good 

(like in a busy street when it is raining).   

 

DD Example Tasks & Modifications (Stealth) 

9 Hide in a very suitable location   

 (e. g. brushwood, under a bed, in a wardrobe) 

12 Hide in a suitable location   

 (e. g. shrubberies, behind a curtain)  

21 Hide in an unsuitable location   

 (e. g. a field, under a large dining table  

27 Hide in a very unsuitable location  

 (e. g. open ground, unfurnished room)  

-6 Hide in darkness and observer has ordinary 

 eyes 

-16 Hide in pitch black darkness and the   

 observer has ordinary eyes/Night Vision  

-2  Hide in artificial light and the observer has 

 Ettin Eyes    

-4  Hide in daylight and the observer has Ettin 

 Eyes 

-1  For every 10' away from nearest observer1  

+0 Is less than 10' from nearest observer1  

+X2 Listener/observer is moving 

-2 Listener/observer is lax 

+2 Listener/observer is on guard 

+4 Listener/observer knows you are there 

+/- Listener/observer's Perception proficiency 

15 Sneak on hard soil, over a lawn, on 

 cobblestone or other stone surface3  

24 Sneak on creaking wooden floor3  

-1 to  Sneak near running water (creek, river, 

-6 waterfall et cetera)3    

18 Sneak on forest floor3  

-12 Sneak in relation to a specific individual or 

 group in a busy street3  

-3 Sneak when it is raining3   

-3 Sneak on a battlefield3   

-9  Sneak when all listeners are sleeping3 

-3 For every 10' away from nearest listener 

  (when Sneaking)3 

+0 Sneaking less than 10’ from nearest listener3 

+/- Sneaking/hiding character's size mod4 

+2 Wear clothes in unsuitable colours (e. g. blue 

 or dark blue in a forest) 

+6 Wear clothes in very unsuitable colours (e. g.' 

 pink, red, white or yellow in a forest) 

+12 Wear clothes in extremely unsuitable colours 

 (e. g. pink, red or yellow in the snow)  

+0 Wear clothes in suitable colours (e. g. black, 

 brown, grey or green in a forest) 

-1 Wear a cloak (changing the silhouette) 

+3 Shoot or throw something at the listener 
5 There is more than one observer/listener  

-12/-2 Make no sound whilst sneaking/hiding.  

See the spell Silence. 

+9  Shoot or throw something at the observer 
1If the character is in observer's field of vision 
2See Tempo. 
3Moves in sneaking tempo. See Tempo and Stamina. 
4This is the same as the mod for DV (MI), between -10 and 

+10. See To Hit & Damage Resolution (Combat Rules). 
5For every observer more than 1 the DD is modified by +1 

to a maximum of +6. Only characters likely to alert the main 

observer are to be taken into account. 

 
NB! See Armour (Combat Rules).  

 

 

“Nowhere are there more hiding places than 

in the heart.” 
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Think before You Hide 

The items you carry are making noise if you move, they 

make it harder for you to even find room for yourself in 

a good hiding place and they give you a bigger profile. 

So you might want to drop the waterskin, the shield, 

the spear and the sack before you try to hide under a 

bed or in a wardrobe... 
 

Swimming (MS) 
Attribute: Con 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

Swimming enables your character to swim and avoid 

drowning in difficult situations. When your character is 

swimming you need to test your character's skill every 

minute (i. e. every 12 rounds) against a DD of 9 to 

avoid swallowing too much water or even drown. If you 

succeed your character manages to swim a distance in 

feet equal to 10 + his proficiency in Swimming (every 

round), but never less than 5'. If he swims slowly you can 

divide this distance by 2. If he swims fast you can 

multiply this distance by 1.5.  
 

The first time you achieve a Failure when you test your 

character's Swimming he swallows water and gets a -1 

mod to Swimming from then on and until he is on dry 

land or safe in a vessel. If you fail again he gets a -2 

mod. The third time you fail he drowns. See Healing. 

A Critical Failure leads to a -2 mod right away, or if 

the character already has swallowed water, to 

drowning. A Critical Success removes a -1 mod, or 

reduces a -2 mod to a -1 mod. 
 

An incapacitated character can not swim. A severely 

injured character can not swim fast. See Toughness 

(Combat Rules). 
 

There is no difference between swimming normally or 

swimming under water, save in the fact that those who 

swim under water also needs to hold their breath while 

they do so. See Stamina.  
 

“Even the best swimmer may drown.” 

DD  Swimming     

9  Avoid swallowing too much water (and be 

allowed to attack whilst Swimming. See 

Stance & Movement under Combat 

Modifications [Combat Rules]) 

+0 No wind/swim in sea water  

+1 Swim in fresh water  

-1 Swim slowly     

+1 Swim fast      

+1 Wear normal clothing    

+81 Use a shield     

+41 Has a shield attached to the back 

+1 Try to swim during light air2   

+2 Try to swim during light breeze2   

+3 Try to swim during gentle breeze2  

+4 Try to swim during moderate breeze2  

+5  Try to swim during fresh breeze2   

+6 Try to swim during strong breeze2  

+7 Try to swim during moderate gale2  

+8 Try to swim during fresh gale2   

+9 Try to swim during strong gale2   

+10 Try to swim during whole gale2   

+15 Try to swim during storm2   

+20 Try to swim during hurricane2   

+2 Swim in a river/slow current 

+8 Swim in a fast river/fast current   

+12 Swim in a maelstrom  

+3 Swim in muddy bog water   

+6 Swim in freezing water3   
1This comes in addition to the ordinary modification to MS 

for using a shield. NB! It is not possible to attach a shield to 

your back if you also carry a backpack. 

2In the sea or large lakes. No mod in small lakes or rivers. 
3You lose 6 (minus Cold Toughness) SP each round if you 

try to swim in freezing water. You will in other words quickly 

pass out from hypothermia and drown (unless helped). See 

Toughness (Combat Rules). 

 

NB! See Armour (Combat Rules).  
 

“Swimming is easy if someone holds your 

head above water.” 
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Tempo (MS) 
Attribute: n/a. For humans base Tempo is always 40, 

and is only sometimes modified by Str * 5. 
 

You can not improve your Tempo proficiency through 

experience. See the spell Seven-Miles-Boots. 
 

Tempo determines how fast your character can move. 

The base distance (in feet) your character can walk on 

a level field in one round (5 seconds) is equal to Tempo 

proficiency. See footnote 3 below. 
 

See Stamina for information about for how long a 

character can perform an action in different tempos. 
 

See Armour and Toughness (Combat Rules). 
 

Action   Speed1  Mod2   

Crawl    Tempo / 4 -1 mod  

Climb    Tempo / 4 -1 mod  

Sneak and Track Tempo / 3 +0 mod  

Carry heavy object Tempo / 2 -2 mod 

Sneak   Tempo / 2 +0 mod  

Track   Tempo / 2 +0 mod  

Walk/fly very slow Tempo3 -1 mod  

Jog/fly slow  Tempo * 1.53 -2 mod 

Run/fly fast  Tempo * 23 -4 mod 

Sprint/fly very fast Tempo * 33 -7 mod  

Dash/fly at full speed Tempo * 43 -10 mod  
1Always round up to nearest whole 5.  
2Mod to Perception. See Tracking and Stealth. 
3Add Str * 5 to the result for human characters. E. g. a 

character with +2 Str (and the standard Tempo proficiency 

of 40) can climb (Tempo / 4 =) 10' in one round, jog (40 *1.5 

+ [2 * 5] =) 70’ in one round and sprint (40 * 3 + [2 * 5] =) 130' 

in one round. 

 

Action Check for Fall     

Run Test Acrobatics against DD 3 at the start

 of every minute running 

Sprint Test Acrobatics against DD 6 at the start  

 of every other round sprinting 

Dash Test Acrobatics against DD 6 every round

 dashing    
 

NB! All MS mods to Tempo from encumbrance, 

from carrying shields, from wearing armour and the 

character’s condition are multiplied by 2.5, and the 

result rounded up to nearest whole 5.  
 

Tracking (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Tracking determines your character's ability to find 

and follow tracks left by others. Both illumination, 

weather effects and the seasons, as well as the nature 

of the surface and other factors too, influence the 

difficulty in using this skill. See the spells Ghost Feet 

and Heat Signature. 
 

Tracking is tested every minute when a character 

follows tracks he has found and every time a character 

comes across tracks (to see if he spots them). 
 

Characters travelling can use Tracking to increase the 

chance for contact with other creatures. See Random 

Encounters (The Land of Þulê). 
 

Success when testing Tracking to follow tracks means 

the tracker can move for one minute (12 rounds) 

following the tracks before he needs to test his 

Tracking skill again. 
 

Tracking Speed 

Tracking speed is very slow, and to follow tracks the 

party must succeed with Tracking every single minute 

of travel. A myth master who wants to speed things up 

could e. g. ask the party to do this only every 5 or 

perhaps even every 30 minutes instead (and perhaps 

also only gain XP every day using the skill). It is more 

important to make the game flow than it is to follow the 

rules slavishly. 

 

 

 

“What is the use of running when we are not 

on the right track?” 
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To determine exactly how much information the 

tracker is able to gather when he finds tracks use the 

tracking tables. 
 

One who is not looking for tracks can still test the 

tracking skill when coming across tracks (unless he is 

flying), but the DD is then also modified by his mode 

of travel. 
 

DD Travel mode  

+3 Crawl/climb  

+4 Sneak   

+5 Walk   

+6 Jog   

+8 Run/ride  

+10 Sprint/ride fast  

+12 Dash  
 

A character suffering from a severe injury or an 

incapacitation can not track. See Toughness 

(Combat Rules). 
 

 

 

 

“When men speak ill of you, live so that 

nobody will believe them.” 
 

 

 

 

Tracking     

+ 3D6  Consequence    

5 ≤ DD Critical Failure. E. g. he finds other 

or false  tracks or leads, sending him 

in the wrong direction 

1-5 < DD Failure. Finds no tracks  

= DD   Semi-Success. Finds the tracks 

1 to 2 > DD Success. Can also tell what type of 

  creature left the tracks  

3 to 9 > DD Success. Can also tell the number 

  of creatures leaving tracks  

≥ 10 > DD Critical Success. Can also 

  accurately tell the age of the tracks 
 

See Tempo. See Armour (Combat Rules).   

 

DD1 Tracking     

3  In snow or sand     

12 In the forest     

18 Along a trail     

27 Along a road     

15 Find where someone has left the trail/road 

45 In a cobblestone street/road    

-1 Fresh tracks (less than an hour old)  

+0  Tracks less than one day old 
2 Old tracks   

-2 It rained the day before the tracks were made 
3 It has rained after the tracks where made  

+6  In darkness and the tracker has ordinary eyes 

+16 In pitch black darkness and the tracker has 

 ordinary eyes or Night Vision   

+2  In artificial light and the tracker has Ettin 

 Eyes  

+4  In daylight and the tracker has Ettin Eyes 

+2  In rain and fog     

+/-4 Mod for the size of the largest tracked  

 creature  

-6 At least one of the tracked creatures is 

 bleeding  
1-1 DD for each additional individual leaving tracks, to a 

maximum of -12. 
2+1 DD for each day since the tracks were made. 
3An additional +1 DD for each rainy day since the tracks 

were made. See Footnote 2. 
4This is the same as the mod for DV (MI), between -10 and 

+10. 
 

Trickery (SS) 
Attribute: Dex 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Trickery can enable your character to undetected 

steal items from unsuspecting individuals, or to make 

objects disappear in front of their eyes or perform 

other magic tricks. Base DD is equal to the target's 

Perception. 
 

"Everything we hear is an opinion, not a fact. 

Everything we see is a perspective, not the 

truth." 
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DD Example Task (Trickery)   

+9 Make a nut disappear    

+9 Steal a pouch from a belt (using e. g. a 

 dagger or seax) 

+15 Steal a pouch from a belt (without using e. g. 

 a dagger or seax)  

+12 Steal a small object from a person 

+15 Steal a large object from a person 

+24 Steal a necklace from someone's neck 

+33 Steal a ring from a finger  

-6  Trick a person with normal eyes in darkness 

-16 Trick a person with normal eyes or Night 

 Vision in pitch black darkness 

-2  Trick a person with Ettin Eyes in artificial 

 light  

-4  Trick a person with Ettin Eyes in daylight 

-6  Trick an unaware person (after successfully 

 sneaking up on him)  

-4 Trick an intoxicated person 

-8 Trick a sleeping person  
 

World Lore (SS) 
Attribute: Int 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 
 

World Lore is the knowledge about the fauna, flora, 

lands and peoples in the world (geography), knowledge 

about nobles and their symbols (heraldry), knowledge 

about the past and myths (history), mathematics and 

philosophy. World lore can be used for your character 

to gain more hints and leads from the myth master when 

playing and to impress NPCs. To impress NPCs 

your character first needs to start a conversation, 

something he does by testing Social Skills against 

DD 9, and then talk to them for D6 * D6 minutes. 

See Social Skills. 
 

Language Skills 
You only need 5 ranks on a language skill to master it 

completely. You need at least +0 Int to allocate more 

than 2 ranks to Old Þulêan and at least +1 Int to 

allocate more than 2 ranks to Ancient Þulêan, due to 

the complexity of these languages. You only need 2 

ranks to fully know a script. See Poetry. See 

Experience Points (Character Generation & 

Development). 
 

Ranks Language mastering Level  

1 You recognize the language  

2 You know some words and phrases, like 

"food", "help me", "where?" et cetera 
3 Can communicate on a primitive level, like an  

 average Thrall or Outlaw 

4 You know the language like an average Free  

 Man   

5 You know the language well, like an average   

 Noble  
 

Ranks  Script mastering Level  

1  You recognize the script 

2  You know the script  
 

Language  Spoken by   

Arbî   Koparmenn   

Renekhemethean Eirmenn   

Þulêan   Jarnmenn 

Old Þulêan  Noble Jarnmenn 

Ancient Þulêan   Þulir 
 

Due to the similarity of Þulêan, Old Þulêan and 

Ancient Þulêan, knowledge in one of them gives some 

knowledge in the other two as well. If a character has at 

least 3 ranks on Þulêan he automatically gains 2 ranks 

on Old Þulêan and 1 rank on Ancient Þulêan. If a 

character has at least 3 ranks on Old Þulêan he 

automatically gains 2 ranks on both Þulêan and 

Ancient Þulêan. If a character has at least 3 ranks on 

Ancient Þulêan he automatically gains 2 ranks on Old 

Þulêan and 1 rank on Þulêan. 
 

Þulêan is the common speech in Þulê, but most Nobles 

speak Old Þulêan amongst themselves most of the time 

(and the Þulir Nobles, when they meet others of their 

kind, speak Ancient Þulêan) and only use Þulêan when 

talking to commoners (and dogs).
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Script  Used by    

Arbî  Koparmenn   

Hieroglyphs  Eirmenn    

Secret Runes Merchants and other crooks  

Old Runes Jarnmenn   

 

Old Runes is the script first and foremost used in Þulê. 

 

The Arbî script is made up of weird doodles.   

 

The Hieroglyphs is a writing system that combine 

logo-graphic and alphabetic elements. 

 

The Secret Runes is just a "secret" way of using the 

Old Runes. E. g. a line on the left of a central line 

shows which group of eight the rune is referring to and 

a line on the right which rune in the group the rune is 

referring to. 

 

The Old Runes are used for writing, like our own 

Latin alphabet, but they also represent deities, the 24 

hours of the day, the directions and seasons of the 

year. They are divided into three groups of eight, 

known as Prius' group, Akius' group and Dîwus' 

group. See also Rune Lore. 

 

Fraujas group Latin  Time of day  

f (Fêhu) F  21-22 (Night)  

u (Ûrus) U  22-23 (Night)  

x (Þursas) Þ  23-24 (Night) 

a (Ansus) A, Å  24-01 (Night)  

r (Raiþa) R  01-02 (Night)  

k (Kauna) K, C, Q, X 02-03 (Night)  

g (Geba) G  03-04 (Morning) 

w (Wina)  W, V  04-05 (Morning) 

 
Agijas group Latin  Time of day  

h (Hagalas) H  05-06 (Morning) 

n (Nauþô) N  06-07 (Morning) 

i (Îsas)  I  07-08 (Morning) 

j (Jêra) J  08-09 (Morning) 

y (Îwas)  Î, Y  09-10 (Day)  

p (Perþô) P  10-11 (Day)  

z (Algis) Z, -R   11-12 (Day) 

s (Sôwilô) S  12-13 (Day)  

 
Dîwus’ group Latin  Time of day  

t   (Dîwus) T  13-14 (Day)  

b (Berka) B  14-15 (Day)  

e  (Ewas) E  15-16 (Evening) 

m (Mannas) M  16-17 (Evening) 

l  (Lagus) L  17-18 (Evening) 

q  (Ingus) Ng, Ing  18-19 (Evening) 

d   (Dagas) D, Ð   19-20 (Evening) 

o  (Ôþala) O, Ö, Ø 20-21 (Evening) 

 

Languages 

The older the language is, the richer and more complex 

it is. Þulêan is basically just an adaptation of Old 

Þulêan to the inferior language capacities of the 

commoners in Þulê. Old Þulêan is in turn an adaptation 

of Ancient Þulêan to the (compared to the Þulir) 

inferior language capacities of the common Jarnmenn 

Nobles.   

 

Languages don't “evolve”. They either stay rich and 

complex, or they degenerate because those who speak 

them no longer have the mental capacity and/or 

incentive to learn them properly. 

 

Night ("dead"), Morning ("birth"), Day ("heavenly 

light") and Evening ("death") are named after the 

location of the Sun on the Sky during the course of 

one day and night; the Sun is dead, it is born, it shines 

on the sky and it dies again. These phases are 

connected to the directions: the Sun spends some 

time in the realm of the dead in the North ("left"), 

located to the left of the person watching the 

Sunrise, before it is reborn in the East ("light"), it 

lives in the South ("Sun direction") and then it dies in 

the West ("death") again. These four phases are in 

turn connected to the four seasons; winter, spring, 

summer and autumn respectively. 
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Combat Skills 
The different combat skills are either movement skills 

(MS), mêlée weapons (MÊ) or missile weapons (MI). 

The latter is further divided into thrown weapons 

(TW) and shooting weapons (SW). 
 

You can gain 10 ranks on the Mêlée skill, 5 on the 

Missile skill, no ranks on Dodging, 5 ranks on the 

weapon type-specific Mêlée combat skills and 10 on 

the weapon type-specific Missile combat skills. 

 

Archery (MI/SW) 
Attribute: n/a. See Missile skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Gives proficiency with composite bow and self bow as 

missile weapons. 

 

Concussion Weapons (MÊ) 
Attribute: n/a. See Mêlée skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 

 

Gives proficiency with hammer, club, pick axe, staff 

sling, spear sling, mace, long and short battle axe, flail, 

war flail, wand and woodman’s axe as mêlée weapons. 

 

NB! Both Concussion Weapons and Swords & 

Daggers (user's choice) can be used for a person 

wielding a wand.   

 

Crossbows (MI/SW) 
Attribute: n/a. See Missile skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 

 

Gives proficiency with crossbows as missile weapons. 
 

Darts (MI/TW) 
Attribute: n/a. See Missile skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 

 

Gives proficiency with lead-weighted darts as throwing 

weapons. 

Dodging (MS) 
Attribute: 2 + Dex. NB! The Dodging proficiency 

can never be negative, and minimum Dodging is +1.    

 

You can not improve your Dodging proficiency 

through experience. 

 

Dodging makes the character harder to hit with both 

mêlée and missile weapons in most contexts. The 

Dodging proficiency is added to the DV unless the 

character is helpless, incapacitated, riding or surprised. 

See the skill Riding. See Combat Modifications 

(Combat Rules).    

 

Mêlée (MÊ) 
Attribute: Str * 2 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 

 

Determines the general understanding of and ability 

with all mêlée weapons. 

 

Gives proficiency with mêlée weapons of all types. 

The mêlée proficiency is added as a bonus (instead of 

T-mod) to the other mêlée skills (i. e. Concussion 

Weapons, Spears, Swords & Daggers and Unarmed 

Combat).   

 

Missile (MI) 
Attribute: Int * 2 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 
 

Determines the general understanding of and ability 

with all missile weapons. 
 

Gives proficiency with missile weapons of all types. 

The missile proficiency is added as a bonus (instead of 

T-mod) to the other missile skills (i. e. Archery, 

Crossbows, Darts, Slings, Spear Throwing and 

Thrown Concussion Weapons). 
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Slings (MI/SW) 
Attribute: n/a. See Missile skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -5 

 

Gives proficiency with sling and staff sling as missile 

weapons. 

 

Spears (MÊ) 
Attribute: n/a. See Mêlée skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 

 

Gives proficiency with sword-scythe, javelin, light 

javelin, angon, spear, staff, war scythe and trident as 

mêlée weapons. 

 

Spear Throwing (MI/TW) 
Attribute: n/a. See Missile skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 

 

Gives proficiency with javelin, light javelin (with or 

without the use of a spear sling), angon, spear and 

trident as throwing weapons. 

 

Swords & Daggers (MÊ) 
Attribute: n/a. See Mêlée skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 

 

Gives proficiency with dagger, sickle-shaped sword, 

short sword, (long and short) seax, curved short sword, 

sickle, long sword and wand as mêlée weapons. 

 

NB! Both Concussion Weapons and Swords & 

Daggers (user's choice) can be used for a person 

wielding a wand. 

 

 

 

“Hope is the dreams of the man awake.” 
 

 

 

Thrown Concussion Weapons (MI/TW) 
Attribute: n/a. See Missile skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 

 

Gives proficiency with club, hammer, rocks, throwing 

axe, short battle axe and non-listed mêlée/improvised 

weapons as throwing weapons. 

 

Unarmed Combat (MÊ) 
Attribute: n/a. See Mêlée skill. 

Penalty for having 0 ranks on skill: -2 

 

Gives proficiency in Unarmed Combat and with battle 

glove as a mêlée weapon. 
 

 

 

“Everyone wants to put the axe-head in the 

bear's skull, but nobody wants to hold the 

handle.” 
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